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Introduction
Junctions between two or extra nanotubes were broadly mentioned 

theoretically. Such junctions are quite often found in samples prepared 
with the aid of arc discharge as well as by carbon nanotubes also often 
refer to multi-wall carbon nanotubes such as nested unmarried-wall 
carbon nanotubes weakly bound together by using van der Waals 
interactions in a tree ring-like shape. If now not identical, those tubes 
are very similar to Oberlin, Endo, and Koyama's lengthy directly and 
parallel carbon layers cylindrically arranged round a hollow tube. 
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes are also every now and then used to 
consult double- and triple-wall carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes 
also can consult with tubes with an undetermined carbon-wall 
structure and diameters less than one hundred nanometers.

Such tubes were observed in 1952 by way of Radushkevich and 
Lukyanovich rolling up a hexagonal lattice along one-of-a-kind 
directions to form special infinitely long single-wall carbon nanotubes 
indicates that all of these tubes now not simplest have helical but also

translational symmetry alongside the tube axis and plenty of
additionally have nontrivial rotational symmetry about this axis.
Further, most are chiral, that means the tube and its mirror photo
cannot be superimposed. This production also lets in single-wall
carbon nanotubes to be categorised through a pair of integers. A
special organization of achiral unmarried-wall carbon nanotubes is
metal, but all of the rest are both small and mild band gap
semiconductors. The telescopic motion ability of internal shells ND
their particular mechanical houses will allow using multi-walled
nanotubes as the primary movable hands in upcoming Nano
mechanical gadgets. Any such junction could consequently shape an
issue of a nanotube-based totally electronic circuit. The adjacent
photograph shows a junction among multiwall nanotubes. Carbon
Nano buds is a newly created material combining two previously
discovered allotropes of carbon: carbon nanotubes and fullerenes.

In this new material, fullerene-like "buds" are covalently bonded to
the outer sidewalls of the underlying carbon nanotube. This hybrid
material has useful properties of both fullerenes and carbon nanotubes.
In particular, they have been found to be exceptionally good field
emitters. In composite materials, the attached fullerene molecules may
function as molecular anchors preventing slipping of the nanotubes,
thus improving the composite's mechanical properties. A carbon pea
pop is a novel hybrid carbon material which traps fullerene inside a
carbon nanotube. It can possess interesting magnetic properties with
heating and irradiation. It can also be applied as an oscillator during
theoretical investigations and predictions in theory, a Nano torus is a
carbon nanotube bent into a torus. Nano tori are predicted to have
many unique properties, such as magnetic moments 1000 times larger
than that previously expected for certain specific radii. Properties such
as magnetic moment, thermal stability, etc. vary widely depending on
the radius of the torus and the radius of the tube.
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